МОНГОЛЫН ЗОХИОЛЧДЫН ЭВЛЭЛ
THE UNION OF MONGOLIAN WRITERS

МОНГОЛЫН ЗОХИОЛЧДЫН ЭВЛЭЛ нь монгол уран зохиолчнын эвийг хамгаалах, арвижуулах, зохиолчдын бүтээл түүрвиллаа эрхлэх, эрх ашгаа хамгаалахад туслах, уран зохиолчны ном хэвлэл, гадад дотоод сурталчилгаа, мэдээллийг хэгжүүлэх зорилготой үйл ажиллагаа явуулдаг юм.

МОНГОЛЫН ЗОХИОЛЧДЫН ЭВЛЭЛ нь монгол уламжлалт соёл, ес заншил, эх түүх, зээл соёллоо эрхэмлэн дээдэндэг зохиолчдын байгууллага мен тул монгол соёлын цэц болсон "Цагаан сар"-ыг ЮНЕСКО-гийн "Соёлын эвийн төлөөллийн жагсаалтанд" бүртгүүлэхийг бүрэн дэмжиж байна.

Бидний санаалыг хүлээн авч бүртээг яагаад хичээлгүйлэн хусье.
The Union of Mongolian Writers

Ulaanbaatar 210646
Chingeltei District, 6th Sub-district
12 Sukhbaatar District
POBox 896, PO 46

Tel: 320996, 327964
Fax: 327964

11 August 2010

Mongolian national commission
for UNESCO

Consent to Register Tsagaan Sar at the
UNESCO cultural heritage representative list

The Union of Mongolian Writers work to preserve and enrich cultural heritages of Mongolian literature, benefit writers to produce and protect their rights and interests, printing literature, advertise in the national and international range and enable and distribute information.

The Union of Mongolian Writers is a writer’s organization which also promotes and respects Mongolian cultural heritage such as customs, history, language and so on. Therefore we support the registration of Mongolian Tsagaan Sar at the UNESCO Cultural heritage representative list. We truly request that you will accept our consent and register the element.

Sincerely,

G. Monkhtsetseg
Executive Director,
Consent to register *Tsagaan Sar* at the Representative list of cultural heritage

International Center for Mongol Culture is a non-profit NGO established in 2006 with the purpose to bridge academic world and public, and to link Mongolia and Mongolian culture with international organizations and foreign agencies, organizations, groups and individuals. We aim to promote, publicize, safeguard and transmit Mongolian cultural heritages.

*Tsagaan Sar* is a crucial element of Mongolian culture widespread throughout the country and every Mongolian performs and participates in the celebration. Therefore, it is an officially recognized one of the biggest holidays in the nation. It is an element clearly shows diversity of human culture and creativeness. This letter is an official consent of our center on behalfof thousands of Mongolians to register *Tsagaan Sar* at the UNESCO Representative list of cultural heritage.

Sincerely,

Dr G. Nandinbilig
Executive Director
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF MONGOLIA  
268, University Bldg. 2,  
Phone: 976-7730 7730 (extension no 2310); Fax: 976-11-328890  
Email: soyolani@num.edu.mn  
Ulaanbaatar, MONGOLIA  

August 11, 2010  

Mongolian National Commission for UNESCO  

Consent to register Tsagaar Sar at the UNESCO  
cultural heritage representative list  

My name is Prof G. Tserenkhand, former chair of the department since it was a department of Ethnography and then changed to Ethnology. Since my first degree on ethnography defended in Russia in 1963 until the present I have been studying various aspects of Mongolian culture. Among my studies Tsagaar Sar the traditional Mongolian New Year Celebration place an important part. Therefore basing on my life time experience and research on Mongolian culture I truly believe that Tsagaan Sar has a vital role to promote and sustainably develop various other elements of Mongolian culture in the wide scope of both state and public arenas involving all Mongolian ethnic groups, and individuals of all ages and all genders. It is a definite element represents creativeness and diversity human culture. With all other possible justification that I can address in this letter I would like to officially express my consent to register Mongolian Tsagaan Sar in the Representative list.  

Sincerely,  

Prof. G. Tserenkhand